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Abstract
The verification and modelling of multi-agent systems is an important
topic that has attracted much attention in recent years. Resources, how-
ever, have only recently been studied as simple extensions to well-known
logics. Trying to find a set of useful features while retaining essential
properties for practical use, we explore the question: Where are the lim-
its of what can be verified about resource-bounded agents? We try to answer
this question by considering several natural logic-based settings that may
arise and prove that verification is usually undecidable apart from bounded
or otherwise restrictive settings. Most interestingly, we identify various
factors that influence the (un-)decidability and provide grounds for fu-
ture research on more promising constraints leading to decidable frag-
ments.
1 Introduction
The verification of multi-agent systems, in particular the model-checking prob-
lem (i.e. whether a given property holds in a given model), has attracted
much attention in recent years [8, 9, 4, 12, 14, 11]. Most of these results fo-
cus on well-established logics like the computation tree logics or alternating
time temporal logics [9, 4]. Just recently these logics have been extended
to verify various aspects of rational agents [7, 6]. However, the basic idea of
rational agents being autonomous entities perceiving changes in their envi-
ronment and acting according to a set of rules or plans in the pursuit of goals
does not take into account resources. But many actions that an agent would
execute in order to achieve a goal can – in real life – only be carried out in the
presence of certain resources. Without sufficient resources some actions are
not available, leading to plan failure. The analysis and verification of agent
systems with resources of this kind is still in its infancy; the only work we are
aware of in this direction is [5, 2, 1].
1
Resource-Bounded Agent Logic
In this paper we investigate the boundaries of what can and cannot be
verified about resource-bounded agents. It turns out that the handling of
resources is harder than it may seem at first glance: We prove that in many
settings the model-checking problem is undecidable.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the gen-
eral language and semantics, as well as some restricted variants. Section 4
presents one of the main contributions of this paper; we discuss the model-
checking problems for various settings of our logic. Finally, we conclude the
paper with a discussion of related and future work.
2 Resource-Bounded Agent Logic
This section introduces the logicRAL∗ (Resource-Bounded Agent Logic), Resource-
Bounded Models (RBMs), and restricted variants of the logic. In the following
we assume that Agt = {1, . . . , k} is a finite set of agents, Q is a finite set of
states, Res = {R1, . . . , Ru} is a finite set of resource types or just resources, and
Π = {p, q, . . . } is a set of propositions. We often use “a, b, . . . ” and “A,B, . . . ”
to refer to agents (i.e. a, b ∈ Agt) and groups of agents (i.e. A,B ⊆ Agt), re-
spectively.
We use an endowment function η : Agt ×Res → N∞0 to model the amount
of resources an agent is equipped with1: η(a, r) is the amount of resource
r agent a possesses. The set of all endowments is denoted by En. We also
write ηa for η(a). The quantity “∞” is used to equip an agent with an infinite
amount of resources. This allows us to ignore specific resource types for that
agent. We define the endowment η∞ as the constant function that maps
every resource for every agent to∞. Finally, we use a resource-quantity map-
ping (rqm) ρ : Res → Z∞ to model the currently available resources (in the
system); that is, ρ(r) denotes to availability or lack of resource r.
2.1 The Language.
From the syntactic perspective the logic RAL∗, introduced in the following,
is not much different from the alternating-time temporal logic ATL∗ [4]. Coop-
eration modalities come in two versions: 〈〈A〉〉B and 〈〈A〉〉ηB whereA,B ⊆ Agt.
For both modalities it is assumed that agents in A ∪ B require resources.
The reading of 〈〈A〉〉ηBγ is that agents A have a strategy compatible with the en-
dowment η to enforce γ. The operator 〈〈A〉〉Bγ reads similarly but the strategy
must be compatible with the resources currently (implicitly) available to the
agents. That is, the former operator equips the agents with a fresh amount of
resources.
1N∞0 (resp. Z∞) is defined as N0 ∪ {∞} (resp. Z ∪ {∞}).
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q1 q2q0
(α1,α1) (α1,α2) (α2,α2)(α1,α1)
p
Figure 1: A simple RBMMwith Agt = {1, 2}, d1(q0) = d1(q1) = d2(q1) = {α1},
d1(q2) = d2(q2) = {α2}, d2(q0) = {α1, α2} and one resourceR. Actionsα1 costs
one unit of R and action α2 is cost-free; i.e. t(α1, R) = −1 and t(α2, R) = 0.
Definition 1 (Language LRAL∗) The languageLRAL∗ is defined as follows2: φ ::=
p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | 〈〈A〉〉Bγ | 〈〈A〉〉ηBγ where γ ::= ϕ | ¬γ | γ ∧ γ | ϕUϕ | ©ϕ,
A,B ⊆ Agt, p ∈ Π, and3 η ∈ En. Formula ϕ (resp. γ) is called state formula (resp.
path formula). Moreover, we use 〈〈A〉〉η (resp. 〈〈A〉〉) as an abbreviation for 〈〈A〉〉ηA
(resp. 〈〈A〉〉A).
The temporal operators© and U have the standard meaning ‘in the next
moment’ and ‘until’, respectively. As usual, one defines ♦γ ≡ >Uγ (eventually)
and γ = ¬♦¬γ (always from now on).
2.2 The Semantics.
As models for our logic we take concurrent game structures (CGS) from [4]
and extend them by resources and a mapping t indicating how many re-
sources each action requires or produces when executed.
Definition 2 (RBM) A resource-bounded model (RBM) is given by
M = (Agt,Q ,Π, pi, Act, d, o,Res, t)
where pi : Q → P(Π) is a valuation of propositions; Act is a finite set of ac-
tions; and function d : Agt×Q → P(Act) indicates the actions available to agent
a ∈ Agt in state q ∈ Q . We write da(q) instead of d(a, q), and use d(q) to denote
the set d1(q) × · · · × dk(q) of action profiles in state q. o is a serial transition
function which maps each state q ∈ Q and action profile ~α = 〈α1, . . . , αk〉 ∈ d(q)
(specifying a move for each agent) to another state q′ = o(q, ~α). Finally, the func-
tion t : Act × Res → Z models the resources consumed and produced by actions.
We define prod(α, r) := max{0, t(α, r)} (resp. cons(α, r) := −min{0, t(α, r)}) as
the amount of resource r produced (resp. consumed) by action α..
For ~α = 〈α1, . . . , αk〉, we use ~α|A to denote the sub-tuple consisting of the actions
of agents A ⊆ Agt and we use XM to refer to an element X contained inM.
Example 1 Figure 1 shows a simple RBM.
2Due to the lack of space, we also use semantic symbols in the object language.
3As we are mainly interested in decidability results in this paper the concrete representation
of η is irrelevant.
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Note that the tuple (Agt,Q ,Π, pi, Act, d, o) is simply a concurrent game struc-
ture as introduced in [4]. We defineQ≤ω := Qω∪Q+ (i.e. all infinite and finite
sequences over Q). A path λ ∈ Q≤ω is a finite or infinite sequence of states
such that there is a transition between two adjacent states. Intuitively, not
all paths are possible given limited resources. We define a resource extended
path λ as a finite or infinite sequence over Q × En such that the restriction of
λ to states (the first component), denoted by λ|Q, is a path in the underlying
model. Similarly, we use λ|Res to refer to the projection of λ to the second
component of each element in the sequence.
We also use the following notations introduced for paths. The length of λ
(where λ is a path or resource extended path), denoted l(λ), is the number of
states in the sequence; if λ ∈ Qω then l(λ) = ∞. For i ∈ N0, we define λ[i] to
be the (i + 1)-th sate on λ or the last one if i ≥ l(λ). Moreover, λ[i,∞] refers
to the infinite subpath λ[i]λ[i+ 1] . . . of λ if l(λ) =∞; or to the finite subpath
λ[i]λ[i+1] . . . λ[l(λ)−1] if l(λ) <∞. The set of all paths inM starting in a state
q is defined by ΛM(q).
Ultimately, we are interested in the ability of groups of agents. We are
interested in the existence of a winning strategy for a group of agents. A strat-
egy is a function that fixes the behaviour of an agent; that is, it determines
an action for each ‘situation’ where we will consider two types of situations.
Once, agents can base their decisions on the current state only and once, on
the whole previous history.
Definition 3 (R/r-strategy) A perfect-recall strategy for agent a (or R-strategy)
is a function sa : Q+ → Act such that sa(q1 . . . qn) ∈ da(qn). A strategy sa is called
memoryless (or r-strategy) if sA(hq) = sA(h′q) for all h, h′ ∈ Q∗ and q ∈ Q (such
strategies can be defined as functions Q → Act).
The condition “sa(q1 . . . qn) ∈ da(qn)” ensures that the prescribed action is
executable by the agent.
Actions require or produce certain amounts of resources (modelled by t)
that have to be present for an action to be executed. Agents in a group A can
cooperate and share their resources, as can the opponents Agt\A. In the fol-
lowing, we formalise such ‘shares’ shwith respect to an available endowment
η for some rqm ρ.
Definition 4 ((A, η)-share for ρ) Let η be an endowment and let ρ be an rqm.
An (A, η)-share for ρ is a function sh : A×Res → N0 such that:
1. ∀r ∈ Res : ρ(r) > 0⇒∑a∈A sh(a, r) = ρ(r) (the share equals the demand);
and
2. ∀a ∈ A, r ∈ Res : ηa(r) ≥ sh(a, r) (each agent’s share must be available).
A strategy sA restricts the possible paths in an RBM; moreover, consider-
ing resource-extended paths, only those in which agents have sufficiently
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resources available in each state are feasible. We use the resource component
to keep track of the available resources.
We define which extended paths λ are possible under a given endowment
η and strategy sA assuming agents A ∪B require resources.
Definition 5 ((η, sA, B)-path, out(q, η, sA, B)) An (η, sA, B)-path is a maximal
resource-extended path λ ∈ (Q × En)≤ω such that for all i = 0, . . . , l(λ) − 2 with
λ[i] := (qi, ηi) there is an action profile ~α ∈ d(λ|Q [i]) such that
1. λ|Res [0] ≤ η (initially at most η resources are available)
2. sA(λ|Q [0, i]) = ~α|A (A’s actions in ~α are the ones prescribed by strategy sA),
3. λ|Q[i+ 1] = o(λ|Q[i], ~α) (transitions are taken according to the action profile
~α),
4. ∀ a ∈ A∀r ∈ Res : (ηi+1a (r) = ηia(r) + prod(~α|a, r) − sh(a, r)) where
sh : A×Res → N0 is an (A, η)-share for r 7→
∑
a∈A cons(~α|a, r) (A’s
resources change according to some appropriate share),
5. ∀b ∈ B\A ∀r ∈ Res : (ηi+1b (r) = ηib(r) + prod(~α|b, r) − sh(b, r)) where
sh : B\A × Res → N0 is an (B\A, η)-share for r 7→
∑
b∈B\A cons(~α|b, r))
(B\A’s resources change according to some appropriate share),
6. ∀a ∈ Agt\(A ∪B) ∀r ∈ Res : (ηi+1a (r) = ηia(r)) (available resources remain
unchanged for all agents not in A ∪B),
7. ∀a ∈ Agt : ((λ|Res [i])a ≥ 0 ⇒ (λ|Res [i + 1])a ≥ 0) and ((λ|Res [i])a < 0 ⇒
(λ|Res [i+ 1])a ≥ λ|Res [i]a (for each step the required resources are available).
We also require condition 1. if l(λ) = 1. The η-outcome of a strategy sA againstB
in q, out(q, η, sA, B), is defined as the set of all (η, sA, B)-paths starting in q.
Remark 1 (1) We require that a path is maximal, i.e., if a given path can be ex-
tended (this is the case if sufficient resources are available) then it must be extended.
(2) After an action has been executed the production of resources is added to the en-
dowment of the action-executing agent. (3) There are several (η, sA, B)-paths
due to the choices of the opponents and due to different shares in items 4 and 5.
Proposition 1 The outcome out(q, η, sA, B) is never empty.
Proof. Suppose the outcome is empty. Consider the resource-extended path
λ = (q, η). Due to maximality and emptiness of the outcome there is now
move vector that can be executed from q given the resources η. But, then λ is
maximal, satisfies condition 1. and trivially all the other conditions. Hence,
would be in the outcome. Contradiction! 
Finally, we define four semantics for LRAL∗ over triples of an RBM together
with a state and a given endowment for the agents.
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Definition 6 (|=R,|=r, |=∞R , |=∞r , RAL∗R, RAL∗r) Consider an RBMM, a state q ∈
QM, and an endowment η. The R-semantics is given by the satisfaction relation
|=R defined as follows.
M, q, η |=R p iff p ∈ pi(q)
M, q, η |=R ¬ϕ iffM, q, η 6|=R ϕ
M, q, η |=R ϕ ∧ ψ iffM, q, η |=R ϕ andM, q, η |=R ψ
M, q, η |=R 〈〈A〉〉Cγ iff there is an R-strategy sA for A such thatM, λ, η |=R γ for
all λ ∈ out(q, η, sA, C)
M, q, η |=R 〈〈A〉〉ζCγ iff there is an R-strategy sA for A such thatM, λ, ζ |=R γ for
all λ ∈ out(q, ζ, sA, C)
M, λ, η |=R ϕ iffM, λ[0], η |=R ϕ
and for path formulae
M, λ, η |=R ¬γ iff notM, λ, η |=R γ
M, λ, η |=R γ ∧ χ iffM, λ, η |=R γ andM, λ, η |=R χ
M, λ, η |=R ©γ iffM, λ[1,∞], λ|Res [1] |=R γ and l(λ) > 1
M, λ, η |=R γUχ iff there is i ≤ l(λ) such thatM, λ[i,∞], λ|Res [i] |=R χ and for
all j with 0 ≤ j < i we haveM, λ[j,∞], λ|Res [j] |=R γ
The r-semantics (memoryless semantics) |=r is defined similarly to theR-semantics
but r-strategies are used instead of R-strategies. Moreover, we introduce a variant
that focuses on infinite paths. Therefore, in the semantic clauses of the cooperation
modalities, we replace “λ ∈ out(q, η, sA, C)” with “infinite λ ∈ out(q, η, sA, C)”.
The resulting semantic relations are denoted |=∞R and |=∞r .
The logic RAL∗R (resp. RAL
∗
r) is defined as the language LRAL∗ together with R-
semantics |=R (resp. r-semantics |=r).
The ‘infinite semantics’ is needed for some extended expressiveness and
complexity results. The languageLRAL∗ , however, is sufficiently expressive to
describe infinite paths by “©>→ . . . ” (cf. Proposition 6).
Example 2 Recall the RBM from Example 1 and consider the following endow-
ment η: η(1)(R) = 2 and η(2)(R) = ∞. Then, we haveM, q0, η 6|=r 〈〈1〉〉♦p and
M, q0, η |=r 〈〈2〉〉♦p; there are two paths λ and λ′ in the outcome: λ|Q = q0(q2)ω
and λ′|Q = q0q1q1. But note, that we haveM, q0, η |=∞r 〈〈1〉〉♦p as the finite path
λ′ is disregarded.
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2.3 Syntactically Restricted Variants.
Following [9, 4], we define (temporal) restrictions of LRAL∗ .
Definition 7 (Languages L
RAL+
and LRAL) The languageLRAL+ restrictsLRAL∗
in such a way that path formulae are given by γ ::= ¬γ | γ ∧ γ | ϕUϕ | ©ϕ.
The language LRAL is given by
φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | 〈〈A〉〉B © φ | 〈〈A〉〉Bφ | 〈〈A〉〉BφUφ | 〈〈A〉〉BφRφ |
〈〈A〉〉ηB © φ | 〈〈A〉〉ηBφ | 〈〈A〉〉ηBφUφ | 〈〈A〉〉ηBφRφ
For the semantic interpretation we consider the ‘release’ operator as the fol-
lowing macro: φRψ ≡ ¬((¬ψ)U(¬φ)). Differently to LCTL and LATL ([9, 4])
we do also allow the ‘release’ operator R . Note that LRAL with the release
operator is strictly more expressive than without it [13]. Let LRAL′ denote the
sublanguage of LRAL without the release operator. Then, we have the follow-
ing result which is obvious form [13].
Proposition 2 There is no formula ϕ ∈ LRAL′ such that ϕ↔ 〈〈A〉〉η∞rR s is valid
where η∞ maps every agent and resource type to∞.
Next, we define variants of all languages that restrict the use of resources.
Operators 〈〈A〉〉B assume that the proponents A and opponents B\A act un-
der limited resources whereas 〈〈A〉〉 only restricts the choices of the propo-
nentsA. In Section 4 we show that this influences the model checking proofs.
Another aspect of complexity is reflected by the two cooperation modal-
ities 〈〈A〉〉C and 〈〈A〉〉ηC . The former operator is intuitively harder to handle
than the latter as one has to keep track of resources. Note, that the expres-
siveness of the logic justifies operators of the first kind. For example, con-
sider the formula 〈〈A〉〉♦(p ∧ 〈〈B〉〉γ): agents A have to reach a state in which
p holds and in which B can ensure γ with the then remaining resources for
agents A ∩B.
Both restrictions have interesting effects on the model checking complex-
ity and the number of agents needed to show undecidability.
Definition 8 (Proponent restrictedness; resource flatness) Let L be any of
the languages introduced above.
(a) The language pr -L, proponent-restrictedL, is the sublanguage ofL allow-
ing only operators 〈〈A〉〉 and 〈〈A〉〉η.
(b) The language rf -L, resource-flat L, is the sublanguage obtained from L if
only cooperation modalities 〈〈A〉〉ηB are allowed (and not 〈〈A〉〉B).
Analogously to Definition 6, we define the logics RALR, RALr, RAL+r , and RAL
+
R and
their proponent-restricted and/or resource-flat variants.
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2.4 Restricted RBMs.
In Section 4.1 we show that the model-checking problem is often undecid-
able over general RBMs. Exceptions are two bounded settings presented in
the following.
Definition 9 (k-bounded for η, bounded) For k ∈ N, an RBMM is said to be
k-bounded for endowment η if for every element (q, ζ) on any (η, sA, B)-path
for any strategy sA and B ⊆ Agt either ζ(a)(r) ≤ k or ζ(a)(r) = ∞ holds for all
resources r ∈ ResM and agents a ∈ Agt. An RBM is called bounded for η if it is
k-bounded for η for some k ∈ N.
Proposition 3 It is decidable to determine whether a given RBM is k-bounded for
η.
Proof. [Sketch] We apply the cover-graph construction from [5]. That is, we
build a new model with states drawn from Q × En. Let qI ∈ Q . Then,we
“unravel” the model M from each qI on keeping track of the resources in
the states (q, η′). Once, we encounter a new state (q′, η2) and did already cre-
ated a state (q, η1) with q′ = q and η2(a, r) ≥ η1(a, r) for all agents and re-
sources we do not add (q′, η2) but rather add the state (q′, ηω) with ηω(a, r) = ω
for which η2(a, r) > η1(a, r) . We use ω to denote that we can create any
bounded amount of resources. This construction eventually converges to a
finite structure.
Finally, the model is k bounded if in each unraveling for each state q ∈ Q
there is no state (q′, η′) such that there is an agent a and a resource type rwith
η(a, r) > k or η(a, r) = ω. 
At a first glance such models may seem quite artificial but in fact there
are several natural settings resulting in bounded models. We call a model
production-free if actions can only consume and not produce resources. Clearly,
every production-free model is bounded.
There is another way to enforce a bounded setting. The definition above is
purely structural and obviously not every RBM is bounded. However, often
agents themselves have limited capabilities such that it does not necessarily
make sense to allow them to carry arbitrary amounts of resources. Depend-
ing on the resource type only a limited number of units may be permitted
in any endowment. In this setting one imposes the requirement of bounded-
ness to the semantics and simply discards any resources that exceed a given
bound. The latter is a semantic restriction and has to be inserted into the defi-
nition of paths.
Definition 10 (k-bounded (η, sA, B)-path) We define a k-bounded (η, sA, B)-
path as in Definition 10 but we set (λ|Res [0])a ≤ η0a(r) := min{k, ηia(r)} and re-
place conditions 4 and 5 by the following:
ηi+1a (r) = min{k, ηia(r) + prod(~α|a, r)− sh(a, r))}.
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q1 q2
p
α
β
α
Figure 2: Model used in the proof of Proposition 4.
The k-bounded η-outcome of a strategy sA in q with respect to B,
outk (q, η, sA, B), is defined as the set of all k-bounded (η, sA,
B)-paths starting in q.
Finally, we define the k-bounded R-semantics |=kR (resp. r-semantics |=kr ) as
in Definition 6 but replace the outcome by the k-outcome.
3 Properties and Expressiveness
For LATL (the plain strategic case without resources) it is well-known that if
agents have a perfect recall winning strategy they also have a memoryless win-
ning strategy. The next result shows that this is not the case in the presence
of resources. The reason for this is that agents my need to perform an action
several times until sufficient resources are produced.
Proposition 4 There is an RBMM, q ∈ QM, η ∈ En, and ϕ ∈ LRAL such that:
M, η, q |=R ϕ andM, η, q 6|=r ϕ
Proof. Consider a simple modelM shown in Figure 2 with two states q1 and q2
where p holds in state q2. In order to reach state q2 the agent has to perform
an action α resulting in a loop in q1 that produces one unit of a resources
needed to execute action β that leads to q2. However, such a strategy cannot
be achieved with a memoryless strategy, as the agent has to execute first α
and then β in the very same state q1. Hence, we haveM, q1, η0 |=R 〈〈1〉〉♦p but
M, q1, η0 6|=r 〈〈1〉〉♦p. 
Clearly, due to the semantic definition we have that |=R 〈〈A〉〉Cγ ↔ 〈〈A〉〉A∪Cγ
for any A,C ⊆ Agt and γ ∈ LRAL∗ . The same holds for 〈〈A〉〉ηC .
One easily observes that if actions are cost-free, then each path in the out-
come is infinite (due to maximality) and both types of cooperation modali-
ties coincide. Therefore, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5 LRAL∗ (resp.LRAL,LRAL+ ) subsumesLATL∗ (resp.LATL,LATL+ ) over
the R-semantics and r-semantics, respectively.
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As mentioned earlier, the language LRAL∗ is sufficiently expressive to de-
scribe infinite paths by “©>→ . . . ”. Hence, we can state as a fact that the
semantics focusing on infinite paths can be simulated by LRAL∗ .
Proposition 6 Logic (LRAL∗ , |=x) subsumes (LRAL∗ , |=∞x ) for x ∈ {r,R}. This
also holds for the proponent restrictive (pr ) and resource flat (rf ) variants of
Definition 8.
Proof. First, we show thatM, λ, η |=x ©> iff λ is infinite. AssumeM, λ, η |=x
 © > and l(λ) = n < ω. Then; M, λ[n − 1,∞], η 6|= ©>. Now, let λ be
infinite. Since each pi(λ[i]) is consistent, we have thatM, λ[i,∞], η |=x ©>
for all i ∈ N0; hence,M, λ, η |=x ©>.
Replace each “〈〈A〉〉ηBγ” by “〈〈A〉〉ηB(©>→ γ)” and analogously for 〈〈A〉〉B.
Then, we have the following:
M, q, η |=∞x 〈〈A〉〉ηBγ iff there is an x-strategy sA for A s.t.M, λ, η |=∞x γ
for all infinite λ ∈ out(q, η, sA, B)
iff there is an x-strategy sA for A s.t.
for all λ ∈ out(q, η, sA, B)M, λ, η |=x ©>→ γ
iffM, q, η |=x 〈〈A〉〉ηB(©>→ γ)

3.1 Single-Agent Logics
In this section we show that the logics from [5, 2], that also deal with re-
sources but in a single agent setting, can be embedded in the resource agent
coalition logics presented here. The logic RTL∗ [5] can be seen as the single
agent version of RAL∗. The operator 〈ρ〉γ (“there is an infinite path feasible
with resources ρ”) is translated to 〈〈Agt〉〉ηρ(©> ∧ γ). We define rf -RALR∞
as rf -(LRAL, |=∞R ). Similarly, rf -RALr∞ is defined as rf -(LRAL, |=∞r ) and likewise
for the proponent-restrictive logics.
Before showing the embeddings, we need to be a bit more precise about
the resource tree logics. The logics are defined in the following. The language
LRTL? is defined by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 〈ρ〉γ where γ ::= ϕ | ¬γ | γ ∧ γ | ϕUϕ | ©ϕ.
Formulae ϕ (resp. γ) are called state (resp. path) formulae. The language LRTL
is defined by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 〈ρ〉 © ϕ | 〈ρ〉ϕ | 〈ρ〉ϕUϕ
Resources are modeled by a resource-quantity mapping ρ. Models are exten-
sions of Kripke structures. The models used in [5] are a bit different to the
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single agent setting of RBMS, as they allow to consume and produce from a
resource in a single step. However, such models can also be modified such
that transitions are split into two. The formulae have to be translated as
well. Here we will define the semantics of the resource-bounded tree logics
directly over RBMS.
Then, a path λ is called ρ-feasible if there exists a strategy sAgt of the grand
coalition Agt such that λ is the (unique) path λ ∈ out(q, sAgt, ηρ,Agt) and if λ
is infinite.
So, the clause for the path quantifier is given as follows:
M, q, η |= 〈ρ〉γ iff there is a ρ-feasible path starting in q such thatM, λ, ηρ |= γ
Next, we can show that the resource-bounded tree logics can be embedded
in the resource agent logics.
Theorem 1 The single agent fragments of rf -pr -RAL∗R and rf -RAL
∗
r (resp. rf -RALr∞)
subsume RTL∗ (resp. RTL) over RBMS.
Proof. [Sketch] The main difference between both logics are the path quan-
tifiers. In the resource-bounded tree logics, the operator 〈ρ〉γ says that there
is an infinite ρ-feasible path along which γ holds. Hence, we have to char-
acterise infinite paths, this is either possible with the infinity semantics or
with LRAL∗ . In the following we consider all four cases and show how 〈ρ〉 can
be translated to the resource agent logics. To do this, we define a function
tr(·) mapping formulae from the tree logic to the agent logic. The cases for
propositions, negation, conjunction, etc. are as usual and are not repeated
here. Moreover, we define ηρ as the resource quantity mapping ηρ(a, r) = ρ(r)
for some agent a and ηρ(b, r) = 0 for all agents b 6= a and all resource types.
That is, we equip one agent with the resources ρ. It can transfer the resources
to other agents in the coalition choosing an appropriate share.
rf -pr -RAL∗R. We set tr(〈ρ〉γ) = 〈〈Agt〉〉ηρ(©>∧tr(γ)) and have the following:
M, q, η |=R 〈〈Agt〉〉ηρ(©>∧ tr(γ))
⇔ ∃sAgt∀λ ∈ out(q, ηρ, sAgt,Agt) : M, λ, η |=R ©>∧ tr(γ)
⇔ ∃sAgt∃λ ∈ out(q, ηρ, sAgt,Agt) : M, λ, η |=R ©>∧ tr(γ)
⇔ ∃sAgt∃ infinite λ ∈ out(q, ηρ, sAgt,Agt) : M, λ, η |=R tr(γ)
⇔ ∃ρ-feasible q−path λ:M, λ, ηρ |=R tr(γ)
⇔ M, q, η |=R 〈ρ〉γ
The second and third equivalences are due to the fact that the outcome
is never empty and that a complete strategy profile determines a unique
path λ|Q . Multiple resource-extended paths in the outcome can only
differ in their resource part.
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rf -RAL∗r. We set tr(〈ρ〉γ) = ¬〈〈∅〉〉ηρAgt¬( © > ∧ tr(γ)). Then, we have that
M, q, η |=r ¬〈〈∅〉〉ηρAgt¬( © > ∧ tr(γ)) iff ∃λ ∈ out(q, s∅, ηρ,Agt) such
thatM, λ, ηρ |=r ©> ∧ tr(γ) iff there is a ρ-feasible path λ such that
M, λ, ηρ |=r tr(γ).
rf -RALr∞. We set tr(〈ρ〉γ) = ¬〈〈∅〉〉ηρAgt¬tr(γ). We haveM, q, η |=∞r ¬〈〈∅〉〉ηρAgt¬tr(γ)
iff there is an infinite path λ ∈ out(q, s∅, ηρ,Agt) such thatM, λ, ηρ |=∞r
tr(γ) iff there is a ρ-feasible path λ such thatM, λ, ηρ |=r tr(γ).

Finally, we would like to point out that rf -pr -RALR∞ does not seem to sub-
sume RTL in an obvious way. Indeed, we claim that it cannot be subsumed.
The reason for this is that 〈〈Agt〉〉ηρ is not expressive enough to enforce the ex-
istence of an infinite path: It only universally quantifies over this set; hence,
if there are only finite paths every formula will trivially be true.
3.2 Multi-Agent Logics
RBCL [2] introduces resources to an extension of Coalition Logic (the latter
is shown to be equivalent to the next-time fragment of ATL). Actions are not
allowed to produce resources. The main operator [Ab]ϕ is read as follows:
Coalition A can enforce ϕ in a finite number of steps given the resources b;
formally,
M, q |=RBCL [Ab]ϕ for A 6= ∅ iff there is a strategy (R-strategy in our notation)
such that for all λ ∈ out(q, sA) there is an m > 0 such that
cost(λ[0,m], sA) ≤ b andM, λ[m] |=RBCL ϕ).
Intuitively, cost sums up the transition cost of each step. Resources, how-
ever, can be combined in various ways (not only additive); hence, we restrict
ourselves to a variant of RBCL that will only allow to sum up resource costs,
denoted by RBCL+. Then, the operator [Ab] can be encoded as 〈〈A〉〉ηb©〈〈A〉〉♦
for A 6= ∅. The empty coalition is treated as a special case:
M, q |=RBCL [∅b]ϕ iff for all strategies sAgt (R-strategy in our notation) and all
λ ∈ out(q, sAgt) and all m > 0 such that cost(λ[0,m], sAgt) ≤ b it holds that
M, λ[m] |=RBCL ϕ).
such we can define [∅b] as 〈〈∅〉〉ηbAgt© 〈〈∅〉〉Agt♦.
Theorem 2 RALR subsumes RBCL+.
Proof. [Sketch] LetM be an RBCL-model. This model can directly be trans-
lated to an RBMM′. We recursively replace [Ab] to 〈〈A〉〉ηb © 〈〈A〉〉♦ for A 6= ∅
and [∅b] to 〈〈∅〉〉ηbAgt© 〈〈∅〉〉Agt♦. We prove the case forM, q |=RBCL [Ab]p.
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M, q |=RBCL [Ab]p
iff ∃sA∀λ ∈ out(q, sA)∃m > 0 : (cost(λ[0,m], sA) ≤ b ∧M, λ[m] |=RBCL p)
iff ∃sA∀λ ∈ out(q, ηb, sA, A)∃m > 0 : λ[m] |=RBCL p)
iff ∃sA∀λ ∈ out(q, ηb, sA, A)(M, λ[1], λ|Res [1] |=RALR 〈〈A〉〉♦p)
iffM, q, η |=RALR 〈〈A〉〉η
b © 〈〈A〉〉♦p
Negation, conjunction, and the case for the empty coalition are treated anal-
ogously. 
The logic Resource-BoundedATL (RB-ATL) introduced in [3] is another pro-
posal for formalising resources-bounded agents using ATL. RB-ATL has an de-
cidable model-checking property due to the fact that it only caters for the
consumption of resources and hence making all models bounded by default.
There seems to be a similar encoding of RB-ATL formulae into RAL formulae.
4 Verification: (Un-)Decidability
In this section we analyse the model-checking problem and consider how
the variously restricted settings influence its complexity.
4.1 Decidability Results
For both bounded settings introduced in Section 2.4 we have that along each
resource extended path there are only finitely many reachable states from
Q × En. Hence, given an endowment, we can ‘unravel’ a given RBM and
apply ‘standard’ ATL? model checking [4] which is proven to be decidable.
Note, however, that the unraveling may yield finite paths (i.e. states with no
successor) requiring a straightforward extension of existing algorithms.
Theorem 3 Model checking RAL∗R (and all other variants discussed here) is decid-
able over the class of bounded RBMs.
Proof. For a given endowment we ‘unravel’ the RBM such that the states are
given by (q, η) where q is a state of the original model and η an endowment
(cf. the proof of Proposition 3). Since in a k-bounded model only finitely
many resource-quantities can occur, there are only finitely many such state/
endowment combinations. Hence, the unraveling converges at some mo-
ment (in comparison to the proof of Proposition 3 no ω-resource quanti-
ties have to be introduced). Then, we interpret the LRAL∗ -formula as LATL∗ -
formula and model check it in the resulting CGS. Formulae are evaluated
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bottom-up. Since each state is coupled with an endowment also non-resource-
flat formulae can be treated in such a way. However, the procedure is ex-
tremely costly. 
Following the same line of reasoning we can prove the next result which is
from practical importance as it allows to obtain a decidable model checking
result for all logics and also all RBMs.
Theorem 4 The model-checking problem for RAL∗R (and all other variants dis-
cussed here) over the k-bounded semantics is decidable for any k ∈ N.
4.2 Undecidability Results
In this section, we consider all settings apart from the bounded ones. It is
well known that the model-checking problems for ATLR, ATL∗r , and ATL∗R are
P-complete, PSPACE, and 2EXPTIME-complete, respectively [4]. Model
checking RTL is shown decidable in [5], and the same holds for RBCL [2].
Here, we show that the latter two cases form an exception; the general resource-
bounded settings turn out to be undecidable due to the possibility of produc-
ing resources.
4.2.1 Two-Counter Automata
The proofs are done by simulating a two-counter automaton (tca) A (cf. [10])
and a reduction to the halting problem on empty input (we write A ↓ for ‘A
halts on empty input’). A tca is essentially a (nondeterministic) push-down
automaton with two stacks and exactly two stack symbols (one of them is
the initial stack symbol). This kind of machines has the same computation
power as Turing machines.
Definition 11 (Two-counter automaton (cf. [10])) A tcaA is given by
(S,Γ, sinit, Sf ,∆)
where S is a finite set of states, Γ is the finite input alphabet, sinit ∈ S is the initial
state, Sf ⊆ S is the set of final states, and ∆ ⊆ (S × Γ× {0, 1}2)× (S × {−1, 1}2)
is the transition relation such that if ((s, a, E1, E2), (s′, C1, C2)) ∈ ∆ and Ei =
0 then Ci 6= −1 for i = 1, 2 (to ensure that an empty counter cannot further be
decremented). In the case of an empty input, we ignore the alphabet and assume
∆ ⊆ (S × {0, 1}2)× (S × {−1, 1}2).
A tca effectively is a transition system equipped with two counters that in-
fluence the transitions. Each transition step of the automaton may rely on
any of the counters being zero or non-zero and in each step the counters can
be incremented or decremented. It is important to note that a tca can only
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distinguish between a counter being zero or non-zero. Consider the transi-
tion ((s, E1, E2), (s′, C1, C2)) ∈ ∆. Here, Ei = 1 (resp. = 0) represents that
counter i is non-empty (resp. empty) and Ck = 1 (resp. = −1) denotes that
counter i is incremented (resp. decremented) by 1. The transition encodes
that in state s the automaton can change its state to s′ provided that the first
(resp. second) counter meets condition E1 (resp. E2). The value of counter k
changes according to Ck for k = 1, 2. The transition ((s, 1, 0), (s′,−1, 1) ∈ ∆,
for example, is enabled if the current sate is s, counter 1 is non-empty, and
counter 2 is empty. If the transition is selected the state changes to s′, counter
1 is decremented and counter 2 is incremented by 1.
The general mode of operation is as for pushdown automata. In particu-
lar, a configuration is a triple (s, v1, v2) ∈ S×N20 describing the current state (s),
the value of counter 1 (v1) and of counter 2 (v2). A computation δ is a sequence
of subsequent configurations that can emerge by transitions according to ∆
such that the first state is sinit. An accepting configuration is a finite compu-
tation δ = (si, vi1, vi2)i=1,...,k where the last state sk ∈ Sf , i.e., a final state. We
use δi = ((si, Ei1, Ei2), (si+1, Ci1, Ci2)) ∈ ∆ to denote the tuple that leads from
the ith configuration (si, vi1, vi2) to the i + 1th configuration (si+1, v
i+1
1 , v
i+1
2 )
for i < k. In particular, we have that vi+1j = v
i
j + C
i
j for j = 1, 2.
4.2.2 Idea for the Reduction
In order to show that model checking of resource-bounded agent logics is
undecidable, we reduce the halting problem to these logics. The specific
construction varies for each logic. In the following we present the general
idea. Detailed proofs can be found in [?]. Let A = (S,Γ, sinit, Sf ,∆) be a tca.
We represent the value of the two counters as resource types R1 and R2. For
each state of the automaton, we add a state to the model and we label the
accepting states in Sf by a proposition halt. The increment and decrement of
counter values are modelled by actions producing and consuming from the
corresponding resource type. The general idea underlying all the reductions
is as follows (the path formula depends on the specific logic L considered):
(?) A↓ iff there is a path in the RBM along which a path formula γL is true.
The satisfying path in the RBM corresponds to an accepting computa-
tion of the automaton. The general mode of operation is straightforward
and only the following difficulty remains: it is not possible to test whether a
counter (i.e. a resource type) is empty in any of the resource-bounded agent
logics. This causes problems in the reductions. For example, consider a tuple
((s, 1, 0), (s′,−1, 1)) ∈ ∆. It can only be chosen if the second counter is ac-
tually empty. But, because we cannot directly test whether a resource type is
empty, we need to come up with a workaround. This is the sophisticated part
in the reductions (sometimes easier sometimes harder, depending on the ex-
pressiveness of the used logic). Fundamentally, the encoding of a transition
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err
￿E1, E2￿
sE1E2s
￿s i,
C1
, C
2
￿kl =
￿
−1 , El = 0
0 , El = 1
tk1k2
￿sj , C ￿1, C ￿2￿ sj
siqeαe
qa
αa
αa
αa
αa
Figure 3: Transformation of transitions (s, E1, E2)∆(si, C1, C2) and
(s, E1, E2)∆(sj , C ′1, C
′
2) .
r := ((s, E1, E2), (s′, C1, C2)) is a three-step process (cf. Figure 3). In a state
s of the RBM (we are economic and use the same notation) an agent per-
forms an action 〈E1, E2〉 in order to ‘select’ r resulting in a ‘test’ state sE1E2 .
In this state, an action 〈s′, C1, C2〉 with resource-costs corresponding to the
values ofCi can be executed (i.e. the action produces/consumesCi resources
of Ri). Clearly, such an action is only successful if sufficient resources are
available. The check whether a counter/resource type is empty or not, hap-
pens at the intermediate state sE1E2 . In these states, a non-cost-free action tk1k2
for ki ∈ {0,−1, 1} leading to an ‘error state’ qe is available. Thus, if a counter
should be zero according to the transition t; then, such a test action must not
be performable. Hence, (?) can be refined to the following:
(??) A↓ iff there is path in the RBM such that eventually halt and along which
there is no way to reach the error state qe.
Intuitively, if the error state cannot be reached along a path the selection
of transitions is valid in the sense described above (i.e. it corresponds to an
accepting computation of the automaton).
4.2.3 Non-flat Languages
We begin with specialised settings for non-flat languages. In the case of RALr
we test whether there is a path such that eventually halt and in no state a
transition to err is possible. In order to test whether the error state can be
reached we make use of the non-resource flatness of the logic. Formally, we
show: A↓ iffMA, sinit, η0 |=r ¬〈〈∅〉〉η0Agt¬((¬〈〈∅〉〉 ©¬err)Uhalt). The endowment
η0 equips agents with no resources.
Theorem 5 Model checking RALr is undecidable, even in the single agent case;
hence also, RAL+r and RAL
∗
r are undecidable.
Proof. Given a tca A = (S,Γ, sinit, Sf ,∆) we construct an RBMMA with two
resources R1 and R2 (one per counter). We set QMA = S ∪ {sE1E2 | s ∈
S,E1, E2 ∈ {0, 1}} ∪ {qe, qa}. State qe (resp. qa) is labelled err (resp. halt) and
represents the ‘error’ (resp. ‘halting’) state. The states sE1E2 are temporary
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states encoding that counter k is zero (Ek = 0) or non-zero (Ek = 1) for k =
1, 2.
For each transition (s, E1, E2)∆(s′, C1, C2) of the automaton we introduce
actions 〈E1, E2〉 and 〈s′, C1, C2〉 (cf. Figure 3). The first action leads from s to
sE1E2 and the second action from sE1E2 to s′. Action 〈s′, C1, C2〉 consumes
/ produces Ci units of resource Ri, i = 1, 2. The other kinds of actions are
cost-free. Clearly, actions can only be performed if sufficient resources are
available. We need to ensure that actions 〈E1, E2〉with someEi = 0 can only
be performed if the counter i is actually 0; that is, if no resources of type Ri
are available. Therefore, special ‘test’ actions tk1k2 that cost ki units of resource
Ri are introduced, ki ∈ {0,−1, 1}. Such actions can only be performed in
states sE1E2 with some Ei = 0 and they always lead to state qe. Now, in a
sate sE1E2 with some element equal 0, say E1 = 0, E2 = 1, (representing that
counter 1 should be zero and 2 be non-zero) action t−10 can be used to verify
whether the currently available resources model the counter correctly: If qe
is reachable resources of type R1 are available although this should not be
the case according to E1. Moreover, we add an action αe to state qe, leading
back to qe and an action αa that leads from any state s ∈ Sf to qa and from
qa to itself. We assume that these are the only actions in states qe and qa and
that they will be executed by default.
We show: A↓iffMA, sinit, η0 |=r ¬〈〈∅〉〉η0Agt¬((¬〈〈∅〉〉 © ¬err)Uhalt).
Again, the formula states that there is an (η0, ,Agt)-path such that eventu-
ally halt and the error state can never be reached along the way to qa.
“⇒”: Let δ = (si, vi1, vi2)i=1,...k be an accepting configuration. Clearly, if agent
1 executes 〈Ei1, Ei2〉 in state si 6∈ Sf , action 〈si+1, Ci1, Ci2〉 in state sE
i
1E
i
2
i (accord-
ing to δi as introduced above), and αa in sk ∈ Sf the resulting path is given
by λ with λ|Q = (sjsE
j
1E
j
2
j sj+1)j=1,...,k−1(qa)
ω. It remains to show that for any
state sE
i
1E
i
2
i with E
i
j = 0 we have that λ|Res [2i − 1](1, Rj) = 0 (i.e. in this state
agent 1 has no resources of type Rj). By induction one can easily prove that
the actions keep track of the resources correctly and thus action t−10 cannot
be executed in any sE
j
1E
j
2
j along the path.
Claim: For each 3j < k with j ≥ 0 and λ[3j] = (sj+1, ηj+1) we have that
ηj+1(1, Ri) = v
j+1
i for i = 1, 2.
Proof. [of Claim] Proof by induction. Clearly, η0(1, Ri) = η1(1, Ri) = v1i = 0,
for i = 1, 2. Suppose the claim is correct for 3(j − 1) + 1. Then, agent 1 can
perform action (sj , C
j
1C
j
2) in s
Ej1E
j
2
j . This action costs C
j
i of resource Ri for
i = 1, 2. In the automaton the transition δj = ((sj , E
j
1E
j
2), (sj+1, C
j
1 , C
j
2)) is
taken. Hence, we have ηj+1(1, Ri) = ηj(1, Ri) + C
j
i = v
j
i + C
j
i = v
j+1
i for
i = 1, 2. 
“⇐”: Clearly, if such a satisfying path exists it must have the structure as
shown above and we can directly construct an accepting computation of the
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￿
−1 , El = 0
0 , El = 1
tk1k2
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2
2
2
2
qe
1
1
1
s
C￿1C
￿
2
j
sC1C2i
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si
Figure 4: Construction used in the proof of Theorem 7 for
(s, E1, E2)∆(si, C1, C2) and (s, E1, E2)∆(sj , C ′1, C ′2).
automaton. Each triple sis
Ei1E
i
2
i si+1 uniquely determines a transition δi. That
only valid transitions are chosen is shown in the same way as for the left-to-
right direction. 
In the previous case it was essential to keep track of the resources of the
opponent. Here, we show that also the proponent-restricted setting is un-
decidable if we allow perfect-recall strategies. A perfect-recall strategy of the
proponent is used to encode the computation of the automaton. Similar to
Theorem 5, we can utilise the following reduction: A↓ iff MA, sinit, η0 |=R
〈〈1〉〉η0((¬〈〈1〉〉 © err)Uhalt).
Theorem 6 Model checking pr-RALR (even without the release operator) is unde-
cidable in the single agent case; hence, also pr-RAL+R, pr-RAL
∗
R,RALR, RAL
+
R, and
RAL∗R are undecidable.
Proof. We use the very same construction and notation as in the proof of
Theorem 5. We showA↓ iffMA, sinit, η0 |=R 〈〈1〉〉η0((¬〈〈1〉〉 © err)Uhalt).
“⇒”: Agent 1’s strategy is given by the same strategy as constructed before.
That it correctly keeps track of the resources is also shown analogously. Now,
in each state sE
i
1E
i
2
i the agent tries to execute an appropriate test action to
reach the error state. However, this action will never be activated in a valid
computation of the automaton.
“⇐” Such a winning strategy of 1 does also directly imply an accepting com-
putation of the automaton. 
For the next setting, the proponent has once again no memory available.
In turn, an additional agent (opponent agent 2) is used to model the com-
putation (as in Theorem 5) and the proponent (agent 1) keeps track of the
resources (as in Theorem 6). Note that it is important for the language not to
be resource flat. The idea of the construction is shown in Figure 4. Then, we
can show thatA↓ iffMA, sinit, η0 |=r ¬〈〈1〉〉η0¬((¬〈〈2〉〉 © 〈〈1〉〉 © err)Uhalt).
Theorem 7 Model checking pr-RALr is undecidable for models with at least two
agents; hence, also pr-RAL+r and pr-RAL
∗
r are undecidable.
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Proof. The modelMA considered here is more sophisticated than the ones
before and shown in Figure 4. The error state qe is not reachable directly
from the test state sE1E2 ; we rather add an intermediate stateE1E2 withEi ∈
{0, 1}; that is, the model contains 4 additional states. From these new states
the error state is reached. The new model is turn-based; transitions are la-
belled with the agent who can make the choice. In each state in which it is
agent 1’s turn, there is only a single action available. The actions have the
same costs as before. Agent 2’s actions are cost-free. The idea is that agent
2 makes the choice and as a result of this choice a state is reached in which
agent 1 does only has a unique choice which keeps track of the resources.
Due to the unique choice a memoryless strategy for 1 suffices.
We show A↓ iffMA, sinit, η0 |=r ¬〈〈1〉〉η0¬((¬〈〈2〉〉 © 〈〈1〉〉 © err)Uhalt). We
have to show that for all strategies of 1 (where 1 never has a choice which
allows to use r-strategies) there is a path λ (that completely depends on agent
2) such that state qa is reached and on the way to this state whenever 2 could
decide to enter a new state (E1E2) agent 1 has not enough resources to enter
the error state.
“⇒”: Let δ = (si, vi1, vi2)i=1,...k be an accepting configuration. Then, in each
state si 6∈ Sf agent 2 performs action 〈Ei1, Ei2〉 and in state sE
i
1,E
i
2
i the action
leading to sC
i
1C
i
2
i+1 . This results in path λ with:
λ|Q = (sisE
i
1E
i
2
i s
Ci1C
i
2
i+1 si+1)i=1,...,k−1(qa)
ω (?)
Analogously to the claim in proof of Theorem 4 we get the following re-
sult.
Claim: For each 4j < k, j ≥ 0 withλ[4j] = (sj+1, ηj+1) we have that ηj(1, Ri) =
vj+1i for i = 1, 2.
Proof. [of Claim] Proof by induction. Clearly, η0(1, Ri) = η1(1, Ri) = v1i = 0,
for i = 1, 2. Suppose the claim is correct for 4(j−1) and let λ[4j] = (sj+1, ηj+1)
be the next state. Then, agent 1 has performed action (sj+1, C
j
1C
j
2) in s
Cj1C
j
2
j+1 .
This action costs Cji of resource Ri for i = 1, 2. In the automaton the tran-
sition δj = ((sj , E
j
1E
j
2), (sj+1, C
j
1 , C
j
2)) is taken. Hence, we have ηj+1(1, Ri) =
ηj(1, Ri) + C
j
i = ηj(1, Ri) + C
j
i = v
j
i + C
j
i = v
j+1
i for i = 1, 2. 
According to the claim, we have that ¬〈〈2〉〉 © 〈〈1〉〉 © err whenever a state
s
Ei1E
i
2
i is visited along the path with Ej = 0 for some j ∈ {1, 2}.
“⇐”: Suppose the formula holds. Then, the path leading to state qa must
have the structure given in (?). Again, we can identify each quadruple of
states sis
Ei1E
i
2
i s
Ci1C
i
2
i+1 si+1 with a transition δi. Analogously to the claim proven
above, we obtain an accepting configuration ofA in which each transition is
chosen correctly. 
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4.2.4 Resource-Flat Languages
Resource-flat logics seem easier to verify as in the reduction it is not possible
to have nested operators in order to verify whether the resources in a state
are actually zero (compare the techniques introduced in the above); more
precisely, in the formula 〈〈1〉〉η0((¬〈〈1〉〉 © err)Uhalt) the test whether the error
state is reachable modelled by the second cooperation modality took the re-
sources available at that very moment. Such scenarios cannot be modelled
with resource-flat languages.
We show that perfect-recall and two agents can be used to ‘overcome this
limitation’. The proponent (agent 1) is used to simulate the computation of
the automaton where the opponent (agent 2) tries to enter the error state in
each test state; hence, no nested cooperation modality is needed. The setting
is similar to the one shown in Figure 3 extended with a second agent. We
show: A↓ iffMA, sinit, η0 |=R 〈〈1〉〉η0Agt♦halt.
Theorem 8 Model checking rf -RALR is undecidable for models with at least two
agents; thus, also rf -RAL+R and rf -RAL
∗
r are undecidable.
Proof. The idea is similar to the proof of Theorem 6 but the test whether
the error state is reachable is performed by the opponent (agent 2). That
is, we add a second agent to the model shown in Figure 3 that can execute
the test action in states sE1E2 . The task of agent 1 is to prevent agent 2 to
perform such actions. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 6 we show the
transitions in the model correclty keep track of the resources. We have: A↓
iffMA, sinit, η0 |=R 〈〈1〉〉η0Agt♦halt. The only way to avoid halt is if there is path
corresponding to a run of the automaton that does not halt or if the oppo-
nent can move to state qe, the latter can be prevented by 1 choosing the right
transitions. 
At present, the decidability of the resource-flat and proponent-restricted
versions ofL
RAL+
andLRAL with the standard semantics is open. However, by
using the apparently stronger infinity-semantics (|=∞R ) we can prove the un-
decidability of rf -pr -LRAL and thus also of rf -pr -RAL∗R by Proposition 6. We
do this by showing A↓ iffMA, sinit, η0 |=∞R 〈〈1〉〉η0(¬err)Uhalt. The construc-
tion is sketched in Figure 5. Essentially, the opponent (2) may decide to enter
the ‘test loop’ in sE1E2 . This ‘bad’ loop can only be avoided if 1 chooses good
transitions of the automaton. Finite dead-end paths are disregarded thanks
to the infinity-semantics.
Theorem 9 Model checking rf -pr -RAL∗R, rf -pr -(LRAL,|=∞R ), and rf -pr -(LRAL,|=∞R )
is undecidable for models with at least two agents.
Proof. For the reduction we construct a model as shown in Figure 5; we will
avoid formal details and just sketch the main idea. Analogously to the proof
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err
￿E1, E2￿
sE1E2s
￿si, C
1,
C2
￿kl =
￿
−1 , El = 0
0 , El = 1
tk1k2
￿sj , C ￿1, C ￿2￿
2
1
1
1
sj
si
21
t−k1−k2 1
s￿E1E2
stE1E2 s
eE1E2
Figure 5: Construction used in the proof of Theorem 9 for
(s, E1, E2)∆(si, C1, C2) and (s, E1, E2)∆(sj , C ′1, C ′2).
LRAL∗ LRAL+ LRAL pr -LRAL∗ pr -LRAL+ pr -LRAL
|=R U1 U1 U1 U1 U1 U1
|=r U1 U1 U1 U2 U2 U2
rf +|=R / |=∞R U2 U2 U2 U2/ U2∞ ? / U2∞ ? / U2∞
rf +|=r ? ? ? ? ? ?
|=kR, |=kr D D D D D D
Table 1: Overview of model-checking decidability results. Each cell repre-
sents the logic over the language given in the column using the semantics
given in the row. The content of each cell indicates whether the model-
checking problem is decidable (D) or undecidable (Ux). x indicates the num-
ber of required agents. U2∞ refers to the semantics |=∞R .
of Theorem 8 we use agent 1 to simulate the transitions in the automaton.
As before, in the test states sE1E2 agent 2 tries to falsify the computation by
entering the “test loop”; but, because of proponent-restrictiveness agent 2
may always be successful with this very action. Hence, if agent 2 performs
the test action tk1k2 and intermediate state s
tE1E2 is reached in which it is up
to agent one to reach the error state. Since agent 1 does only have a single
action available it has to take it if enough resources are available due to the
maximality conditions on paths. Once the error state is reached agent 1 has
to perform an action which adds the consumed resources of the test action
(it can be seen as the reverse function).
It is important to note, that if agent 2 performs the test action and there
are not sufficient resource of 1 to enter the error state the path is deemed to
be finite and thus is disregarded from the outcome. Hence, the error state
labelled err does only occur in the outcome if it is part of an infinite path
which in turn can only happen if agent 1 has no strategy that corresponds to
an accepting configuration of the automaton. 
4.2.5 Summary of the Complexity Results.
Our analysis, summarised in Table 1, shows that the combination of various
settings and languages influences the difficulty of the model-checking prob-
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lem. Although we do not claim that our results with respect to the number of
agents are optimal they show an interesting pattern. One can often compen-
sate the lack of expressiveness caused by various restrictions on the language
or semantics by taking more agents into account. The most difficult cases
seem to be the ones using the perfect-recall semantics. Resource-flatness sug-
gests to be important for decidable fragments, particularly in combination
with memoryless strategies.
The question for the resource-flat proponent-restricted languages L
RAL+
and LRAL with the R-semantics is still open, while the case is proven unde-
cidable if focusing on infinite paths. Also open is the case of resource-flat
languages with r-semantics. The two bounded settings are shown to be de-
cidable.
Note, that the result form [5] about the decidability of RTL matches the
results presented here, since it corresponds to the single agent case of rf -pr -
RALR.
5 Related Work & Conclusions
Related Work. Resource-Bounded Tree Logics, introduced in [5], extend the
well-known Computation Tree Logics [9] by resources. Instead of asking for
the plain existence of an infinite path satisfying some temporal property,
this path must also be feasible given a set of available resources. As shown
in [?] these logics can be considered as the resource-flat-single agent frag-
ments of the logics presented here.
Resource-Bounded Coalition Logic (RBCL), an extension of Coalition Logic
with resources, is introduced [2]. This logic can be seen as a first step towards
a multi-agent extension of the Resource-Bounded Tree Logics [5] under the
restricted temporal setting of multiple-step strategies (‘sometime in the fu-
ture‘). Only recently, in [3] a multi-agent version (RBATL) following the same
ideas is presented. For both logics the authors allow only consumption of
resources which is computationally much easier and has a decidable model-
checking property (cf. Theorem 3).
RBCL is used in [1] to specify and verify properties about Coalitional Re-
source Games [15]. These are games in which agents can cooperate and com-
bine their available resources in order to bring about desired goals.
Conclusions. We have presented various strategic logics for reasoning
about abilities under limited resources. The different settings were based on
classical restrictions (cf. [9, 4]) imposed on the underlying temporal language
(LRAL∗ vs. LRAL+ vs. LRAL) and strategic dimension (perfect vs. imperfect re-
call). Additionally, we have imposed restrictions on the resource dimension
by focussing on specific groups acting under limited resources (proponent-
restrictiveness) and on the nesting of cooperation operators (resource-flatness).
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Our main objective was to analyse whether it is possible to verify resource-
bounded agents under these diverse settings. We have shown undecidabil-
ity for many fragments and identified the number of agents needed. We
believe that these results are important and interesting for future investi-
gations of strategic abilities under limited resources. Our results show that
small changes in the language and semantics may influence whether model
checking becomes decidable or undecidable (cf. for instance, the |=∞r and |=r
semantics over rf -pr -LRAL). We have also considered bounded settings with
decidable model-checking problems.
For future work, we plan to close the open cases, in particular for the resource-
flat languages under r-semantics and to analyse the model-checking com-
plexity of the decidable and tractable fragments.
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